
Complete SaaS 
Application Discovery

Augmentt Discover gives you complete visibility into 
your client’s SaaS stack to eliminate Shadow IT risks.

Quickly IDENTIFY all the 

SaaS Application being used

Automatically CATEGORIZE 

the applications by job function

Instantly CLASSIFY the apps 

according to their security, 

financial or productivity risk.

How it 
works

Using our advance log file analysis framework, Augmentt Discover allows you to quickly identify 
every SaaS application being used on your clients’ network, across the entire employee base. 
Once the data has been loaded into the system, Augmentt Discover compares it to our internal 
SaaS Application database which includes over 15,000+ vendors and applications. By using 
an advanced application classification algorithm, Augmentt Discover will provide you with 
actionable data in the areas of finance, security, and productivity.
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Powerful Log Analysis
Regardless of the data source, 
Augmentt Discovery can extract 
critical SaaS usage data and 
provide you with actionable 
results. This includes trended 
usage over time, by individuals 
or entire departments.

SaaS Application Database
Augmentt maintains one of the 
largest known SaaS Application 
database in the industry. It 
currently contains over 15,000 
vendors and applications, 
including 50+ sub-categories 
and 20 different security, 
financial and productivity and 
profiles.

MSP vs Customer Views
Augmentt Discovery is a 
multi-tenant solution that was 
designed with collaboration 
in mind. Allow your clients to 
access the system and see their 
own organization’s SaaS usage, 
while you view aggregated data 
across your entire client base. 

Reports and Dashboards
Augmentt’s customizable 
dashboards and reports let you 
see the data you need when 
you need it the most.

Customizable SaaS 
Application Database
Since no two organizations 
are the same, we have made 
it easy for you and your 
clients to customize the SaaS 
Database to create a unique 
classification and view. 

MSP vs Customer Views
Augmentt Discovery is a 
multi-tenant solution that was 
designed with collaboration 
in mind. Allow your clients to 
access the system and see their 
own organization’s SaaS usage, 
while you view aggregated data 
across your entire client base. 

Features

Get in touch to see if 
you’re eligible for our 
Freemium Bundle.

• 50 discover essential licenses
• 3 discover premium
• 500 optimize licenses
• 50 engage licenses

Easy Self-Service Billing
 
Augmentt Discover is licensed on a per-customer 
basis in a flexible month-to-month model. 
• Discover Essential (starting at $49/customer)
• Discover Premium (starting at $99/customer) 

For pricing details visit augmentt.com/pricing


